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Abstract: A novel magnet bioreporter device was developed in this research for soil toxicity 
assessment, via magnetic nanoparticles functionalized whole-cell bioreporters. The whole-cell 
bioreporter ADPWH_recA kept response capability to DNA damage after magnetic nanoparticles 
(MNPs) functionalization, and could be harvested from soil samples by permanent magnet to reduce 
the soil particle disturbance. Compared to conventional treatments applying bioreporter directly in 
soil-water mixture (SW-M treatment) or supernatant (SW-S treatment), MNPs functionalized 
bioreporter via the magnet device (MFB) treatment achieved high sensitivity to evaluate the toxicity 
and bioavailability of chromium contamination in soils from 10 mg/kg to 5,000 mg/kg soil dry weight. 
The MNPs functionalized bioreporter also achieved high reproducibility with pH value from 5.0 to 9.0, 
salinity from 0% to 5% and temperature from 20°C to 40°C. A case study was carried out on the 
ecological toxicity assessment of heavy metal contamination at the coal cinder site via the magnet 
bioreporter device. The heavy metal toxicity declined with the increasing distance to the coal cinder 
point, and a significant accumulation of heavy metal toxicity was observed along the vertical 
distribution. No direct link was found between the pollution load index (PLI) and heavy metal toxicity, 
and the results suggested the bioreporter test monitored the toxicity of heavy metals in soils and was 
an important approach for ecological risk assessment. Magnet bioreporter device also offered the high 
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I would like to submit this manuscript, entitled “Magnet bioreporter device for ecological toxicity 
assessment on heavy metal contamination of coal cinder sites”, for the consideration in Sensor 
and Actuators B: Chemical. The heavy metals leaching from coal cinder have severely 
contaminated soils in China and its toxicity was hard to be evaluated on the field by traditional 
chemical analysis. This paper published a novel concept of magnetic bioreporter device to 
improve the sensitivity and reliability of whole-cell bioreporter in soil measurement. 
Functionalized with the magnetic nanoparticles, the whole-cell bioreporter could sense the 
toxicity of soils in situ and subsequently isolated by magnetic field for bioluminescent signal 
detection. The magnetic bioreporter device was further applied for the toxicity assessment on a 
coal cinder sites in China. The results illustrated the horizontal/vertical toxicity distribution and 
its correlation with pollution load index. This novel magnetic device benefitted the biosensor 
application on the field, particularly contributing to the soil measurement, with high feasibility in 
practical environmental monitoring. 
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Dr Dayi Zhang 
Cover letter
Reviewer #1: The paper describes magnetic bioreporter device for ecological 
toxicity assessment on heavy metal contamination of coal cinder sites. 
However, before it could be publish, some points need to be addressed as 
follows: 
3. Results and discussions 
No discussion on optimization parameter of magnetic whole-cell bioreceptor 
based, such as pH, temperature, medium etc. Please give comment on this 
issue. 
Answer:  
Thanks for the comments and the author has carried out more research work on the 
impacts of pH and temperature. All these data are included in the reproducibility part. 
 
3.1. Higher sensitivity ... 
Please give a mechanism of whole-cell bioreceptor toward heavy metals.  
In this subtitle, it could be better if the analytical characteristic is summarized 
in Table, in term of linear range, sensitivity, LOD, reproducibility etc.  
What was the life time of this magnetic bioreporter cells? 
Answer:  
The mechanisms of whole-cell bioreporter’s response to heavy metal are the SOS 
response activated by the DNA damage. The author has added more description and 
discussion on this issue. The additional table (Table 1) is added to summarize the 
main features of the magnetic bioreporter. 
 
3.2. Heavy metal ... 
The heavy metal profile in Table 1 needs to added with information regarding 
the instrumentation used for the determination of heavy metal listed.  
Answer:  
The analytical instrument for Hg is DMA-80 Hg analyzer (Milestone S.r.L., Italy) and 
the other elements were analysed by ICP-MS (X series II, Thermo Fischer Scientific, 
USA). The information has been listed with detailed detection procedure in the 
*Response to Reviewers
materials and methods section. The author has added in the note of the table for better 
description in accordance with the comments. 
 
Other comment 
It could be better if the performance of the proposed magnetic bioreporter 
cells could be compared with other toxicity assessment on heavy metals. 
Answer:  
Thanks for this good comments and the performance of ADPWH_recA has been 
tested and compared to other toxicity assessment in our previous research (Y.Z. Song, 
G.H. Li, S.F. Thornton, I.P. Thompson, S.A. Banwart, D.N. Lerner, et al., 
Optimization of Bacterial Whole Cell Bioreporters for Toxicity Assay of 
Environmental Samples, Environ Sci Technol, 43(2009) 7931-7938). Sharing the 
same mechanisms of SOS response, the author believes the magnetic bioreporter has 
the same performance comparing to other toxicity assay. The authors have added 
some more discussions in the revised manuscript.  
 
 
Reviewer #2: This manuscript presented a magnet bioreporter device for soil 
toxicity assessment by magnetic nanoparticles functionalized whole-cell 
bioreporters. The whole-cell bioreporters with magnetic nanoparticles 
functionalization could be seperated from soil samples to reduce the soil 
particle interference. Although this work is innovate, major revision should be 
performed before this manuscript can be accepted for publication. 
1.      Why did the author choose the whole-cell Acinetobacter ADP1_recA 
reporter for toxicity assessment? And why did the author choose chromium as 
the target analyte? Did the reporter represent any specificity to chromium? 
Did other heavy metals have genotoxic effects on the reporter? 
Answer:  
Various whole-cell bioreporter can be applied for toxicity test, like E. coli, but they 
are not suitable for soil detection mainly due to two reasons as induction condition 
and response stability. First of all, the induction condition for E. coli is 37 degree, 
which is much higher than natural temperature in soils. Acinetobacter can survive and 
response to carcinogens from 15 degree to 37 degree, allowing the toxicity assessment 
at the real soil temperature. Secondly, the reporter gene in E. coli is on the plasmid, 
requiring antibiotics to maintain the plasmid copies and responsive sensitivity. The 
reporter gene in Acinetobacter is on the chromosome, which is single copy and stable 
with no need of antibiotic cultivation. From these reasons, the author suggests that 
Acinetobacter is suitable candidate as bioreporter strain for environmental monitoring 
and assessment. 
From the chemical analysis of heavy metal profiles in the contaminated soils, 
chromium is the major contaminants and the highest pollutant level compared to other 
heavy metals. For this reason, chromium is chosen as the targeting analyte to 
investigate the biological response and the feasibility that the magnetic biosensor 
device can be applied for heavy metal contamination evaluation. The description was 
added in the materials and methods section. 
From our previous work, ADPWH_recA responds to various carcinogens, including 
mitomycin C, UV light, ethidium bromide and H2O2 (Y.Z. Song, G.H. Li, S.F. 
Thornton, I.P. Thompson, S.A. Banwart, D.N. Lerner, et al., Optimization of Bacterial 
Whole Cell Bioreporters for Toxicity Assay of Environmental Samples, Environ Sci 
Technol, 43(2009) 7931-7938). From the SOS response mechanisms, it is not a 
specific bioreporter to sense targeting chemical molecules, but responding to the 
generic SOS activation of recA gene. It is obvious that other heavy metals might also 
cause the bioluminescent response, which is undergoing. Current work shows that 
ADPWH_recA only represents positive response to Zn and Be. Further work is still 
undergoing and the outcome might be discussed in future publication. The author 
thanks reviewers’ comments and added more discussions in the revised manuscript 
addressing the details shown above. 
 
2.      When detecting real soil samples by the whole-cell bioreporter, no extra 
preprocessing produres were introduced. Is it possible that some substances 
in samples affect the bioreporter during the incubation and further interfere the 
toxicity evaluation? How did you solve the interference problem? 
Answer:  
From our previous work on toxicity assessment on soils (Y.Z. Song, G.H. Li, S.F. 
Thornton, I.P. Thompson, S.A. Banwart, D.N. Lerner, et al., Optimization of Bacterial 
Whole Cell Bioreporters for Toxicity Assay of Environmental Samples, Environ Sci 
Technol, 43(2009) 7931-7938; B. Jiang, D. Zhu, Y. Song, D. Zhang, Z. Liu, X. Zhang, 
et al., Use of a whole-cell bioreporter, Acinetobacter baylyi, to estimate the 
genotoxicity and bioavailability of chromium(VI)-contaminated soils, Biotechnol Lett, 
37(2015) 343-348), some substances (organic matters, other heavy metals, etc.) in 
soils significantly affected the bioavailability of heavy metals and they are part of the 
soil meso-environment determining the ecological risks of heavy metal contamination. 
As for other environmental factors, like pH, temperature and salinity, are further 
discussed with new experiment in the revised version. From the data, all these factors 
will not influence the bioreporter response within the soil properties. The author 
thinks that the interference will not affect the toxicity assessment by whole-cell 
bioreporter. 
 
3.      How did the reporter attach to the magnetic nanoparticles? Is the 
magnetic nanoparticles coupled with any chemical groups? 
Answer:  
The magnetic nanoparticles were attached on the membrane of whole-cell bioreporter 
by electrostatic attraction between Fe-OO- and amino-groups. More discussions are 
made in the revised version. 
 
4.      In figure 4, the ordinate is the "bioluminescence response ratio", and in 
figure 5, the ordinate is the "relative bioluminescence response ratio". In the 
text, the two words were also used alternatively. Did these two words have 
different meanings or not? 
Answer:  
Thanks for the comments and the author misrepresented the phrase. It should be 
“relative bioluminescence response ratio” (as defined in the Materials section) 
throughout the manuscript. The author has corrected all the mistakes. 
 5.      Why the MFB present positive bioluminescent response to the low 
chromium concentration in soil and negative response to high chromium 
concentration? Why are the simulation curves parabolic shaped? And how 
could the toxicity of the contaminated soils be predicted by the curves? 
According to the curve, even under the treatment to two samples in different 
chromium concentration, the reporter may present same bioluminescent 
response. The author should explain it in detail.  
Answer:  
Chromium has both cytoxicity and genotoxicity on living microorganisms. At lower 
concentration, the cytoxicity is not obvious and would not affect bacterial growth, and 
the positive relationship between chromium amount and bioluminescent response was 
therefore observed. At higher concentration (>100 mg/kg dry soil weight in this 
study), the cytoxicity of chromium became dominant and significantly affected cell 
growth and activity. The bacterial growth curve was significantly supressed by the 
high chromium concentration. The author has added the growth curve against 
different concentration of chromium (Fig. S1). The results showed that no growth 
change was observed when the chromium concentration was less than 100 mg/kg and 
this is the range for positive relationship between bioluminescent response and 
chromium contamination. At higher level, the cell growth and activity was inhibited, 
causing the dramatic loss of bioluminescent signal. The synergetic effects of 
cytoxicity and genotoxicity were then the main reason causing the parabolic curve. 
To determine the real toxicity, both relative bioluminescent response ratio and growth 
curve were considered. If the growth was not affected, the bioluminescence data 
belonged to the positive relationship range, and it was on the opposite when the 
growth was inhibited. The author has added more detailed discussion in the revised 
version. 
 
6.      What is the detection limit and linear range of the magnet bioreporter 
device? 
Answer:  
From our previous publication (Jiang, B., Zhu, D., Song, Y., Zhang, D., Liu, Z., 
Zhang, X., Huang, W.E. and Li, G.*, (2015) Use of a whole-cell bioreporter, 
Acinetobacter baylyi, to estimate the genotoxicity and bioavailability of 
chromium(VI)-contaminated soils, Biotechnology Letters, 37(2), 343-348), the limit 
of detection is 130 mg/kg soil and the linear range is 130-5200 mg/kg (ultrasonic 
treatment). Without pretreatment, the response of ADPWH_recA to chromium 
contaminated soils is too weak to be quantified, similar as our research results. The 
test of this magnet bioreporter work demonstrated a higher sensitivity that the limit of 
detection is 1 mg/kg soil and the linear range is 1-100 mg/kg. Compared with the 
bioreporter growth data, the detection range of the magnetic device can achieve 1-
5000 mg/kg. The author has added the discussion and summarized the limited of 
detection and other key parameters in Table 1. 
 
7.      In figure 4, why did the response ratio not fit well with the model 
prediction of 10% chromium bioavailability when chromium concentration was 
below 100 mg/kg soil dry weight? 
Answer:  
The bioavailability of chromium changes with the contamination level. With lower 
chromium in the soils, different bioavailability will be observed due to different 
adsorption by soil particles. The author thought it is the main reason causing the 
unexpected bioluminescent response ratio when chromium concentration was <100 
mg/kg soil. Some further discussion was addressed on this issue in the revised version. 
 
8.      In figure 5, the authors concluded that" the toxicity of heavy metals 
declined with the increasing distance to the coal cinder point" because 
"Except for 0 m point, the bioluminescence response ratio dropped from 1.47 
(10 m) to 1.10 (150 m) in the surface soil, 1.34 (10 m) to 1.16 (150 m) in the 
middle soil, and 1.26 (0 m) to 0.58 (150 m) in the bottom soil." However, did 
lower bioluminescence response ratio really mean lower toxicity? Please 
combine the results obtained from figure 4 to explain the correlations between 
toxicity and bioluminescence response ratio.  
Answer:  
Thanks for the comments. As discussed for the bioreporter growth curve, whether the 
growth is inhibited can be the indicator to determine the toxicity range of soil samples. 
From Fig. S4, all the bioreporter growth curve behaved similar without any inhibition, 
and the results indicated that no strong cytoxicity was found in the heavy metal 
contaminated soils. Located in the linear relationship range, higher relative 
bioluminescent response ratio represented higher ecological toxicity. The author has 
revised the discussion in the new manuscript. 
 
9.      What about the reproducibility of magnetic nanoparticles functionalized 
whole-cell bioreporters? 
Answer:  
Thanks for the comments and it is the authors’ mistake missing the description for the 
reproducibility test. In our experiment, three biological replicates were carried out for 
each test, and five individual tests were repeated for the same sample sets to evaluate 
the reproducibility. The data and error bar on each graph were the mean and standard 
error of five individual tests. The author has corrected the sentence in the materials 
and methods section. 
 
10.     Since the soil ecological risks were not associated with neither the load 
of PC1 nor PC2, the circles in figure 6 is needless and should be deleted. 
Answer:  
Thanks for the comments and the author has moved Figure 6 to Supplementary 
Material as supporting information for the manuscript. 
 
Reviewer #3: This paper reported a magnet biosensor for soil toxicity 
monitoring. It was stated that this biosensor "offered the high throughput 
biological measurement and was feasible for in situ monitoring". 
This reviewer would like to suggest some revisions below. 
1. Replicates and errors. No related data were given in this draft. The authors 
should perform some efforts focusing on replicates and sensing errors.  
Answer:  
For all the tests, three biological replicates were carried out. All the data in the graph 
were the average of replicates with error bars. The information was in Section 2.2. 
 
2. What was the repeatability of this biosensor. What was the testing error 
between biosensors of different lots?  
Answer:  
Thanks for the comments and it is the authors’ mistake missing the description for the 
reproducibility test. Actually, three biological replicates were carried out for each 
sample, and five individual tests were repeated for the same sample sets to evaluate 
the reproducibility. The data and error bar on each graph were the mean and standard 
error of five individual tests. The author has corrected the sentence in the materials 
and methods section. 
 
3. Did the authors considered the influence from other competing ions, 
pollutions and moisture on your biosensor? 
Answer:  
The author has added the influence of salinity on the bioreporter’s performance and 
the results indicated <4% salinity did not affect its response ratio. During the 
bioluminescence measurement, the soils were saturated and the original moisture of 
soils will not affect the assessment results. 
From the mechanisms of SOS response and ADPWH_recA bioreporter, it responded 
to all the DNA damage. Thus, any other carcinogen will also cause the positive 
response of bioreporter. However, the chromium was just chosen as the target analyte 
since it is the main heavy metal contamination at the sites. The MNPs functionalized 
bioreporter actually evaluate the synergetic toxicity of all the contaminants in the 
environmental samples. The author has added more discussion in the revised 
manuscript. 
 4. The authors should try more practical samples to testify the accuracy and 
practicability of this biosensor. 
Answer:  
Thanks for the comment. The author wanted to collect more samples in different 
direction and at different distance and depth, to further test the reproducibility and 
reliability of the magnetic biosensor by more sample testing. However, on the north 
and west to the cinder sites, nearly all the surface is the hard surface (within the main 
chemical production area) and no appropriate soils can be collected. The east and 
south soils were near to the road and the soils might be contaminated by the coal 
transportation activities. Furthermore, the local company did not allow us to take 
samples below 50 cm to protect the underground pipeline. From local investigation, 
we have tried out best to choose the most appropriate sampling line and sampled the 
maximal samples for the work, as illustrated in the figure. 
More tests were carried out according to reviewers’ suggestions, and the impacts of 
pH, salinity and temperature were comprehensively discussed in the revised version. 
To further testify the accuracy and practicability, the authors have more samples 
collected from different cinder sites around China (about 70 samples from 5 
companies), and further work will focus on the relationship between heavy metal 
profiles, biosensor results and microbial community, to deeper understand how the 
magnetic biosensor device can be applied to assess the toxicity and how the toxicity 
has affected indigenous microorganisms. In this paper, our main goal is to prove the 
feasibility of magnetic bioreporter device at one site, and it will be used as a technical 
tool for more samples to illustrate the ecological impacts of coal cinder in the next 
step. 
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Abstract 18 
A novel magnet bioreporter device was developed in this research for soil toxicity 19 
assessment, via magnetic nanoparticles functionalized whole-cell bioreporters. The 20 
whole-cell bioreporter ADPWH_recA kept response capability to DNA damage after 21 
magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) functionalization, and could be harvested from soil 22 
samples by permanent magnet to reduce the soil particle disturbance. Compared to 23 
conventional treatments applying bioreporter directly in soil-water mixture (SW-M 24 
treatment) or supernatant (SW-S treatment), MNPs functionalized bioreporter via the 25 
magnet device (MFB) treatment achieved high sensitivity to evaluate the toxicity and 26 
bioavailability of chromium contamination in soils from 10 mg/kg to 5,000 mg/kg soil 27 
dry weight. The MNPs functionalized bioreporter also achieved high reproducibility 28 
with pH value from 5.0 to 9.0, salinity from 0% to 5% and temperature from 20°C to 29 
40°C. A case study was carried out on the ecological toxicity assessment of heavy 30 
metal contamination at the coal cinder site via the magnet bioreporter device. The 31 
heavy metal toxicity declined with the increasing distance to the coal cinder point, and 32 
a significant accumulation of heavy metal toxicity was observed along the vertical 33 
distribution. No direct link was found between the pollution load index (PLI) and 34 
heavy metal toxicity, and the results suggested the bioreporter test monitored the 35 
toxicity of heavy metals in soils and was an important approach for ecological risk 36 
assessment. Magnet bioreporter device also offered the high throughput biological 37 
measurement and was feasible for in situ monitoring. 38 
Key words: whole-cell bioreporter, magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), magnet 39 
bioreporter device, heavy metal, toxicity 40 
 41 
  42 
1. Introduction 43 
Heavy metals are the key anthropogenic environmental contaminants, mainly caused 44 
by industrial activities [1, 2]. All around the world and particularly in China, 45 
numerous heavy metal contaminated sited are found due to the improper disposal of 46 
various chemical wastes [3], including coal cinders [4], and the key pollutants include 47 
chromium, mercury, arsenic, lead, cadmium, manganese, cobalt, copper, nickel and 48 
zinc. They have high mobility through the leachate and further contaminate the 49 
biospheric soils [5, 6], with respective carcinogenic, teratogenic and mutagenic effects 50 
[7]. The high level of heavy metal in soils threatens the ecological system [8], poses 51 
potential risks to human health [9] and draws attention on early warning for potential 52 
cancer induction [10]. Due to the complex composition and synergetic effects in soils, 53 
traditional chemical and physical analysis only provides the amount information [3], 54 
but the toxicity and bioavailability of heavy metal contamination from coal cinder are 55 
hard to be evaluated. 56 
Recently, whole-cell bioreporter has become initiative and legislative tool for 57 
environmental monitoring, with capability to sense the bioavailability and toxicity of 58 
contaminated water and soil samples [11]. With genetically engineered bacteria, yeast, 59 
fungi, or animal cells, the biological signals of whole-cell bioreporter are initiated by 60 
phenotypic color (lacZ), fluorescent (gfp/yfp) or bioluminescent (luc/lux) genes [12-61 
14]. It offers highly sensitive, rapidly analytic, easy operation and cost-effective 62 
feasibility for in situ pollutants assessment [15]. Some whole-cell bioreporter 63 
specifically senses the heavy metal molecules [16, 17] or their 64 
cytotoxicity/genotoxicity [18]. 65 
Though the application of whole-cell bioreporter in water sample is successful, it 66 
suffers from the heterogeneous features of soils [19]. Exposed to whole-cell 67 
bioreporter, the soil particles will absorb the bioluminescent signal (lux or luc) or give 68 
strong fluorescent interference (gfp). Some recent work has assessed the 69 
bioavailability and toxicity of copper [20], cobalt and nickel [21] via direct exposing 70 
the whole-cell bioreporter to the soils [22], but the biological sensitivity and 71 
specificity are significantly reduced. Some pre-treatments, like water extraction or 72 
ultrasonication, are therefore applied to transfer contaminants into aqueous phase for 73 
biological analysis [23]. Particularly for heavy metal, the aqueous extraction has been 74 
used for whole-cell bioreporters to sense the bioavailability of chromium [24], 75 
mercury [16], lead and cadmium [25, 26] in soils. Nevertheless, the main drawback is 76 
the neglect of the real occurrence of pollutants in the porous soil [17]. Technically, a 77 
new type of bioreporter device is required to sense the soil contaminants in situ and 78 
effectively separate the living reporter cells from the soil particles for biological 79 
signal detection. Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) functionalization offers the 80 
feasibility of magnetic remote control and is biocompatible for whole cell bioreporter 81 
[27]. Its equipping and portability for in situ monitoring is still under development 82 
and required further research. 83 
In this work, a novel magnet bioreporter device was developed and optimized for 84 
effective monitoring and assessment of coal cinder contaminated soils. With whole-85 
cell Acinetobacter ADP1_recA reporter [28], the magnet device effectively reduced 86 
the impacts of soil particles and improved the sensitivity and reproducibility, 87 
comparing to the direct exposure of bioreporters to the soils. The MNPs 88 
functionalized bioreporter was able to evaluate the ecological toxicity of heavy metal 89 
contamination, via the high throughput and easy operation magnet device. This work 90 
showed the feasibility and potential of in situ environmental risk assessment via 91 
whole-cell bioreporter for the coal contaminated sites. 92 
2. Material and methods 93 
2.1 Bioreporter strain and incubation 94 
In this research, the Acinetobacter baylyi ADPWH_recA whole-cell bioreporter was 95 
introduced for environmental ecological toxicity evaluation [28, 29]. Compared to 96 
other plasmid based or Escherichia coli hosted toxicity bioreporter, the reporter gene 97 
was located on the chromosomal with high stability and Acinetobacter was soil 98 
bacterium to tolerate the ambient soil environment and achieve high sensitivity. After 99 
cultivation in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium overnight at 30°C, the 10.0 mL 100 
ADPWH_recA cells were harvested by 3,000 rpm centrifugation for 10 minutes. The 101 
bioreporter pellets were further washed by deionized water and resuspended in 10 mL 102 
deionized water for magnetic nanoparticles functionalization or 10 mL fresh MMS 103 
medium for toxicity measurement. The 1.0 litre MMS medium contained 1.0 g 104 
(NH4)SO4, 2.5 g KH2PO4, 0.1 g MgSO4.7H2O, 0.005 g FeSO4.7H2O, 0.25 g 105 
nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA), 0.55 g NaOH, 3.24 g sodium succinate (20 mM) and 1 ml 106 
Bauchop and Elsden solution. 107 
2.2 Direct toxicity measurement on soil samples 108 
The direct toxicity measurement of soil samples were conducted for the supernatant of 109 
soil/water mixtures (SW-S) and the bulk soil/water mixtures (SW-M) respectively. 110 
For SW-S treatment, the 100 mg soil sample was suspended in 1 mL deionized water 111 
and homologized by 150 rpm shaking for 10 min. The 20 µL supernatant and 180 µL 112 
bioreporter suspensions were added into each well of a black clear-bottom 96-well 113 
microplate. For SW-M treatment, the 1.0 mL bioreporter suspensions were added into 114 
100 mg soil sample, and the mixture was directly transferred into the microplate. The 115 
incubation and induction was conducted at 30°C for 4 hours, in the Spectra M5 Plate 116 
Reader (Molecular Devices, USA). Three biological replicates were carried out for 117 
each sample and the bioluminescent signal was measured every 10 minutes with 5 118 
seconds shaking before each reading. 119 
2.3 Magnetic nanoparticles synthesis and functionalization 120 
All the chemicals in this study were analytical grade and purchased from Sigma 121 
Aldrich (UK) without specific statement. Magnetic nanoparticles synthesis followed 122 
chemical deposition method [27]. The 12.5 mL NaOH (1.5 M) was added dropwisely 123 
into the mixture of 1.0 mL FeCl3 (2 M in 2 M HCl) and 0.5 mL FeCl2 (1 M in 2 M 124 
HCl) with 40k Hz ultrasonic homologization, until the appearance of dark iron oxide 125 
precipitates. The precipitates were further separated by permanent magnet and washed 126 
with deionized water until the supernatant reached pH=7.0. 127 
For bioreporter functionalization, 10 mL bioreporter suspensions (in deionized water) 128 
were mixed with 1 mL MNPs suspension, incubated at room temperature for 10 129 
minutes with 150 rpm shaking. The MNPs-bioreporter was subsequently harvested by 130 
a permanent magnet and washed twice by deionized water. The magnetized 131 
bioreporter was finally suspended in 10 mL MMS medium for soil toxicity 132 
assessment via the magnet bioreporter device. 133 
2.4 Magnet bioreporter device and operation 134 
The magnet bioreporter device contained the magnet probe assay and plastic cover for 135 
bioreporter strain transfer, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. The magnet probe assay was 136 
assembled by 96 magnet probes (1 cm length and 3 mm id), fixed on the plastic base 137 
and patterned (20.66 mm distance between each magnet probe) for the high 138 
throughput bioreporter measurement on the 96-well microplate. For MNPs 139 
functionalized bioreporter via the magnet device (MFB treatment), the 1.0 mL 140 
bioreporter suspension was mixed with 100 mg soil samples and transferred into each 141 
well of the 96-well microplate (Fig. 1 b-1). For the determination of the best 142 
cultivation time before magnetic separation, the bioreporter cells were magnetically 143 
harvest at 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105 and 120 min. The recovered MNPs 144 
functionalized bioreporter was counted by plate count and the bioluminescent 145 
response was also measured. 146 
After incubation at 30°C for 1 hour as the optimal cultivation condition, the magnet 147 
probe assay (with plastic cover) was emerged into the reaction system for 30 seconds 148 
(Fig. 1 b-2). The bioreporter cells were then separated from the soil suspension and 149 
attached on the plastic cover by magnetic field. The magnet device was transferred 150 
and emerged in another 96-well microplate, supplemented with 200 µL fresh MMS 151 
medium (Fig. 1 b-3). Removing the magnet probe, the plastic cover and microplate 152 
was incubated at 30°C for 5 minutes with 150 rpm shaking (Fig. 1 b-4). The 153 
bioreporter cells were resuspended in the fresh MMS medium and the 154 
bioluminescence was further measured on the Spectra M5 Plate Reader (Molecular 155 
Devices, USA). The detection and data analysis followed the same instruction for the 156 
direct toxicity measurement on soil samples. 157 
For reproducibility test, MNPs-bioreporter was applied to sense the toxicity of 100 158 
mg/kg chromium contaminated soils in the medium with different pH values and salt 159 
contents. The pH value in the induction medium was adjusted by 1.0 M HCl or 1.0 M 160 
NaOH solution as 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0 and 10.0. The series of salty medium was 161 
prepared by adding NaCl into the MMS medium with the final concentration of 1%, 162 
2%, 3%, 4%, 5% and 10%. As for the temperature influence, the temperature during 163 
induction period was controlled by the Spectra M5 Plate Reader at 10°C, 15°C, 20°C, 164 
30°C, 37°C, 40°C and 45°C. To evaluate the life-time of MNPs-bioreporters, the 165 
bioreporter suspension was stored at 4°C and taken out for direct toxicity 166 
measurement without any pre-treatment. 167 
2.5 Toxicity model for heavy metal contaminated soils 168 
For the calibration of heavy metal toxicity in soils, chromium was chosen at the target 169 
analyte since it was the main heavy metal contamination at the coal cinder site. The 170 
artificial chromium contaminated soils were prepared by mixing 1.0 g 171 
uncontaminated soil with 1 mL potassium bichromate solution with the concentration 172 
of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5,000 mg/L. The 173 
soil slurry was air dried in the laminar hood. The chromium contamination in soils 174 
was 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5,000 mg/kg 175 
soil dry weight, respectively. 176 
The genotoxicity of hexavalent chromium in soil was identified as several 177 
mechanistic processes, including mutagenic effects on DNA and direct inductive 178 
immunological responses [30]. Such genotoxic effects consequently caused the 179 
accumulation of single stranded DNA (ssDNA) and the activation of SOS response 180 
for damaged DNA repair. The SOS response (bioluminescent response of 181 
ADPWH_recA) is the function of LexA-like SOS repressor (LSR, cell-1) and can be 182 
simulated by the previous gene expression model [31, 32], as shown in Equation (1). 183 
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  (1) 184 
Here, ,  (SOS response ratio) is dependent on the hexavalent chromium 185 
contamination level in soils ( %& , mg/kg). '  is the isotherm equilibrium of 186 
chromium-DNA adduct (DNA phosphodiester backbone with chromium) and 	) 187 
represents ssDNA generation constant from the chromium-DNA adduct (L/(cell·g) 188 
chromium). )*+,- represents the equilibrium coefficient of LSR dimer (., cell-1) 189 
and monomer (/, cell-1) and )012 represents the cleavage reaction constant of 190 
 dimer. '3,+- is the dynamic gene expression (SOS response) level activated by 191 
LSR monomer. 192 
2.6 Sites description 193 
A total of 16 soil samples were taken from the methanol plant of Yulin Energy and 194 
Chemical Industry, Yanzhou Coal Corporation, China (Fig. 2). The site (698,000 m2) 195 
was located in Yulin Shaanxi Province (N38°34’41.9’’, E109°55’50.4’’), in the 196 
junction of Maowusu Sandy Land and the Loess Plateau. The annual coal 197 
consumption was 31,200 tonnes and the soils have been seriously contaminated by the 198 
coal with high heavy metal content. The sampling sites were designed along the 199 
leeward direction of the cinder heap, with the distance of 0, 10, 50, 80 and 150 m. The 200 
uncontaminated soil sample was collected in the living area of the plant, 500 m away 201 
from the heap. At each point, the soils were sampled at different depth of 0-20 cm 202 
(surface soil), 20-35 cm (middle soil) and 35-50 cm (bottom soil) to evaluate the 203 
toxicity profiles caused by the trace metal transportation. 204 
2.7 Chemical analysis 205 
Before chemical analysis, all of soil samples were seized by 200 mesh. Mercury was 206 
determined by DMA-80 Hg analyzer (Milestone S.r.L., Italy). For other trace 207 
elements, the samples were digested in an UltraCLAVE microwave high pressure 208 
reactor (Milestone S.r.L., Italy), containing 330 mL distilled H2O, 30 mL 30% H2O2 209 
and 2 mL 98% H2SO4 as the digestion solution [33]. With 50 bars initial nitrogen 210 
pressure, the microwave digestion program was listed in Table S1. Further digestion 211 
for 50 mg soil sample was conducted in 5 mL 40% HF, 2 mL 65% HNO3, and 1 mL 212 
30% H2O2 [34]. The inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, X 213 
series II, Thermo Fischer Scientific, USA) was used for the determination of the trace 214 
elements in a pulse counting mode (three points per peak). In this study, the multi-215 
element standards (Inorganic Ventures, CCS-1, CCS-4, CCS-5, and CCS-6) were 216 
referenced for the calibration of trace element concentrations. As and Se were 217 
determined by ICP-MS with collision cell technology (CCT) due to their volatility 218 
[35]. Polyfluoroalkoxy volumetric flasks were used without drying on electric hot 219 
plate to avoid As/Se volatile loss. With the 1 µg/L tuning solution, the torch position 220 
and ion lenses were optimized before real sample measurement. The optimal 221 
parameters of the ICP-CCT-MS and calibration curves of As/Se were listed in Table 222 
S2 and S3. 223 
2.8 Data analysis 224 
The bioluminescence response was calculated by averaging the bioluminescent signal 225 
from the 7 time points between 180 and 240 minutes for each well. The relative 226 
bioluminescence response ratio was the specific value of the bioluminescence 227 
response of contaminated soil samples to that of the uncontaminated soils. The heavy 228 
metal profiles in soil samples were statistically analysed by SPSS software (Version 229 
15.0 for Windows) via Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The equality and 230 
normality of data were tested by Brown-Forsythe and Shapiro-Wilk test respectively, 231 
and the null hypothesis was rejected for p<0.05. 232 
Contamination factor (CF) is defined as the ratio of the heavy metal concentration in 233 
the sample soil to the baseline concentration in background soil, as shown in Equation 234 
(2) [36]. Pollution load index (PLI) is determined as the nth root of the n CF in 235 
Equation (3) [36]. The CF and PLI are empirical indices to evaluate the level of heavy 236 
metal contamination, and the higher values indicate heavier contamination of 237 
individual and multiple heavy metals respectively. 238 
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3. Results and discussions 241 
3.1 Higher sensitivity and reproducibility of magnet bioreporter device 242 
The MNPs functionalized bioreporter could be magnetic remote controlled for 243 
effectively separation from the soil particles. The MNPs were biocompatible, and the 244 
viability and bioluminescent signal of whole-cell bioreporter remained over 99% 245 
comparing to the native bioreporter cells [27]. With the strong electrostatic attraction 246 
between the negative iron oxide (Fe-OO-) and positive amino-groups (-NH3+) on 247 
bacterial membrane, the separation effectiveness by magnetic field was above 99.6% 248 
and the synthesized MNPs had neither cytotoxicity nor genotoxicity on bacterial 249 
bioreporter cells [37]. MNPs functionalized whole-cell bioreporter therefore had the 250 
feasibility to sense the toxicity of soil samples in situ and subsequently isolated for 251 
bioluminescent signal measurement. 252 
Due to the cell division, the MNPs functionalized bioreporter gradually lost their 253 
magnetic capacity [38]. Though longer incubation with soil samples could improve 254 
the chemical uptake by bioreporter cells for higher responsive ratio, the less recovery 255 
rate consequently resulted in lower bioluminescent signal and lower sensitivity. Fig. 3 256 
illustrated that, within 45 minutes incubation, over 90% living bioreporter cells were 257 
isolated from the soil/water mixture based on plate count. The results fitted with 258 
previous study that about 12% free bioreporter cells were observed after 120 min 259 
cultivation in rich medium [27]. As for the bioluminescence and relative response 260 
ratios, the bioluminescent signals were stable from 3600 RLU to 3800 RLU when the 261 
incubation time was less than 75 minutes, and the response ratio ranged from 1.90 to 262 
2.00. The results suggested a highly reliable responsive period between 30 and 70 263 
minutes. The optimal incubation time for sufficient bioreporter cell recovery and high 264 
response sensitivity was identified as 60 minutes, and it was further applied in the 265 
following work on calibration curve and real soil sample assessment. 266 
The summarized features of the magnetic ADPWH_recA whole-cell bioreporter were 267 
listed in Table 1 from the reproducibility test. After 1 hour pre-incubation of the 268 
MNPs functionalized bioreporter, the cells were captured by permanent magnet and 269 
resuspended in fresh medium without soil disturbance for another 4 hours. As a soil 270 
bacterium, ADPWH_recA had strong tolerance to the environmental variations and 271 
maintained high reproducibility under different pH, salinity and temperature condition. 272 
The relative bioluminescent response ratio maintained stable (1.44 to 1.51) when pH 273 
value ranged from 5.0 to 9.0, dramatically dropping to 1.25 at pH=4.0 and 1.12 at 274 
pH=10.0 (Fig. 4a). The results were similar to previous research on the pH influence 275 
on Acinetobacter baylyi ADP1 that Acinetobacter based bioreporter could tolerate 276 
large pH variation [39]. Fig. 4b also illustrated the good responsive performance of 277 
MNPs functionalized ADPWH_recA at 20°C (relative bioluminescent response 278 
ratio=1.47), 30°C (relative bioluminescent response ratio=1.50) and 37°C (relative 279 
bioluminescent response ratio=1.49). The tiny reduction of bioluminescent response 280 
at 15°C and 40°C attributed to the less bacterial activities at inappropriate 281 
temperatures, and the response was very weak under even lower (10°C) or higher 282 
(45°C) temperature conditions. Salinity did not significantly affect the reproducibility 283 
of ADPWH_recA and the relative bioluminescent response ratios were above 1.45 284 
when the salinity was no higher than 3%, but were gradually suppressed at higher 285 
salinity level (Fig. 4c). Therefore, the MNPs functionalized bioreporters had high 286 
reproducibility under the normal pH value, salinity and temperature conditions of 287 
natural soils and no specific pre-treatment was required for real soil sample 288 
assessment. High activity and responsive sensitivity of MNPs functionalized whole-289 
cell bioreporters was also observed after 30 days storage at 4°C (Fig. 4d). Without 290 
any pre-treatment, the stored bioreporter cells could be directly applied for soil 291 
assessment and the relative bioluminescent response ratio was above 1.45 for 292 
chromium contaminated soils of 100 mg/kg soil dry weight. The life-time of MNPs 293 
functionalized bioreporter was the same to the original Acinetobacter based 294 
bioreporters [28, 40], indicating that MNPs functionalization had minimal impacts on 295 
the bacterial activities and was an appropriate approach to expand its application in 296 
soil contamination assessment. 297 
From the calibration curve of soil/water supernatant (SW-S), soil/water mixture (SW-298 
M) and MNPs functionalized bioreporter (MFB) (Fig. 5), magnet device had the 299 
highest responsive sensitivity and illustrated the chromium bioavailability in 300 
contaminated soils. In SW-S and SW-M treatments, ADPWH_recA bioreporter did 301 
not show any positive response to the chromium due to the strong light adsorption by 302 
soil particles. The negative bioluminescent response was observed when chromium 303 
concentration was above 100 mg/kg soil dry weight for both treatments. Significant 304 
positive response was only found in MFB treatment and the limit of detection was 1 305 
mg/kg soil dry weight (Fig. 5 and Table 1). From 1 mg/kg to 100 mg/kg chromium 306 
contamination in dry soils, the relative bioluminescence response ratio showed a 307 
linear relationship to quantify the toxicity and bioavailability of chromium in soil 308 
samples, ranging from 1.05 to 1.60. Above 500 mg/kg soil dry weight, chromium 309 
predominantly behaved the cytoxicity effects and all the three treatments had similar 310 
inhibited bioluminescent signal. From the whole-cell bioreporter growth curve (Fig. 311 
S1), there was no significant growth difference when the chromium concentration was 312 
less than 500 mg/kg soil dry weight, in which range that the relative bioluminescent 313 
response ratio was positively correlated with chromium. It therefore explained the 314 
decreasing bioluminescent response ratio at higher chromium level that strong 315 
cytoxicity of chromium inhibited bioreporter growth and activities. 316 
Given the model simulation of bioreporter’s response to chromium with different 317 
bioavailability in aqueous phase in Fig. 5 [41], the results further revealed the 318 
bacteria-contaminant interaction within the porous soils and its impacts on bioreporter 319 
response. With lower chromium bioavailability, the calibration curve shifted towards 320 
higher chromium values. The SOS response coefficient (',+- ∙ ' ∙ )012 ∙ )IJ , 321 
3.8) and genotoxicity coefficient ( 
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:?:7;, 1.724 L/mg) kept stable, 322 
similar to previous research [41]. Referring to the synergetic efficiency through the 323 
SOS repair process (including genotoxin DNA damage, ssDNA recognition and SOS 324 
box activation), the similar SOS response coefficients indicated the same SOS 325 
mechanism of bioreporter’s responsive to chromium genotoxicity and cytotoxicity in 326 
the soils via the magnet bioreporter device [32]. Since the bioluminescent signal of 327 
ADPWH_recA was regulated by the SOS process, all the carcinogens causing DNA 328 
damage would activate its response, including mitomycin C, UV light, ethidium 329 
bromide and H2O2 [22]. The bioreporter therefore did not respond to a particular 330 
heavy metal (like chromium), but evaluated the synergistic toxicity of all the 331 
carcinogens in environmental samples. 332 
From the parabolic curve of MNPs functionalized bioreporter to hexavalent chromium, 333 
both the relative bioluminescent response ratio and growth curve (Fig. S1) were 334 
considered to evaluate the toxicity of unknown environmental samples. In absence of 335 
growth inhibition, the sample had low cytoxicity and its bioluminescent response 336 
belonged to the positive relationship range, oppositely in presence of growth 337 
inhibition. Only the MFB treatment had the positive bioluminescence response when 338 
chromium concentration was less than 200 mg/kg soil dry weight, and the response 339 
ratio fitted well with the model prediction of 10% chromium bioavailability when 340 
chromium concentration was above 100 mg/kg soil dry weight. At lower chromium 341 
contamination level, chromium bioavailability changed due to the complex adsorption 342 
effects of soil particles and the irregular bioluminescent response ratio represented the 343 
changing bioavailable fraction. Given heavy chromium contamination level (>500 344 
mg/kg soil dry weight), MFB and SW-M treatments had similar responsive results, 345 
significantly higher than SW-S treatment. Since the whole-cell bioreporter only 346 
sensed the water soluble chromium in the supernatant of soil-water mixture in SW-S 347 
treatment, it measured the chromium toxicity in the unbound water phase. The 348 
dominant fraction of chromium existed in the bound water or was absorbed on the soil 349 
particles, and their carcinogenic effects was only assessable by the direct-contact 350 
bioreporter assay [24]. The results indicated magnetic functionalized bioreporter 351 
could effectively evaluate the real toxic effects of chromium in soils, by directly 352 
contacting soil particles and seeking for chromium in unbound/bound water or 353 
adsorbed on particle surface. The portable magnet bioreporter device provided the 354 
ready-to-use and nature-inspired technique for soil in situ measurement by optimizing 355 
the operation procedure and enhancing the bioluminescent signal [42]. 356 
3.2 Heavy metal contamination profiles in soils 357 
The heavy metal profiles of the 16 investigated soil samples and the coal cinder were 358 
listed in Table 2. The chromium was 23 times enriched in the rough cinder (from 359 
38.18 mg/kg to 920.82 mg/kg), followed by nickel (5.5 times enrichment). The 360 
enrichment of other heavy metals ranged from 1.8 to 3.7 times, except for zinc (no 361 
significant change) and mercury (loss due to volatile during the combustion process) 362 
[43]. Similar to previous research on coal combustion residues [44, 45], chromium 363 
and nickel were mostly found concentrated in bottom ash or cinder as the dominant 364 
toxic heavy metal residues, due to their low volatility and high stability. 365 
As for heavy metal contamination in soils, the investigated soils only showed 366 
significant contamination of chromium from 448.66 mg/kg to 802.77 mg/kg soil dry 367 
weight, with the CF values from 1.12 to 2.01 (398.94 mg/kg soil dry weight in 368 
background). The levels of the other heavy metals were similar to the background 369 
soils (p-value>0.05), as the CF value of beryllium ranged from 0.80 to 1.19, nickel 370 
from 0.40 to 0.95, copper from 0.50 to 1.34, zinc from 0.43 to 0.78, arsenic from 0.41 371 
to 0.88, selenium from 0.33 to 1.37, cadmium from 0.50 to 0.96, lead from 0.83 to 372 
1.40, uranium from 0.38 to 1.28 and mercury from 0.13 to 4.13. The results indicated 373 
that the key ecological toxicity was attributed to chromium, same as revealed by many 374 
previous research on mutagens in heavy metal contaminated soils [46], and its toxicity 375 
in soils could be effectively evaluated by various biological assays [47, 48]. The 376 
magnet bioreporter device in this study was therefore feasible to enhance the toxicity 377 
test sensitive by directly exposing MNPs-functionalized whole-cell bioreporter cells 378 
and diagnosing their bioluminescent response signal. 379 
For soils nearer to the coal cinder point (0 m and 10 m), there was higher heavy metal 380 
contamination in the upper layer soil. The chromium contamination declined from 381 
745.15 mg/kg (0-20 cm, 0 m) to 505.60 mg/kg (35-50 cm, 0 m), and from 802.77 382 
mg/kg (0-20 cm, 10 m) to 525.79 mg/kg (35-50 cm, 10 m), respectively. Except for 383 
Be, Pb and Hg, all the other heavy metal elements (Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Se, Cd, and U) has 384 
the same vertical decreasing distribution. Comparing to the heavy metal composition 385 
in the cinders, chromium was also the key carcinogenic heavy metal in soils. Given 386 
the sequence of the exchangeable fractions of heavy metals as Cd > Zn > Cu > Ni > 387 
Pb > Cr [5], chromium was further concentrated in top soils with less mobility. The 388 
results further suggested that the main source of heavy metal contamination in soils 389 
was the leachates from the cinders and their residues were dependant on the 390 
transportation process in soils. 391 
3.3 Ecological risk profiles of heavy metal contaminated soils 392 
In the ecological toxicity evaluation by directly applying whole-cell bioreporters to 393 
the soil (SW-M, Fig. S2 in Supplementary Materials) and soil-water supernatant (SW-394 
S, Fig. S3 in Supplementary Materials), ADPWH_recA only behaved negative 395 
(relative bioluminescence response ratio < 1.0) or neutral signal (relative 396 
bioluminescence response ratio = 1.0) and was not suitable to quantify the toxicity 397 
impacts of heavy metal contamination in situ. Fig. 6 illustrated the ecological toxicity 398 
profiles of the soil samples by the magnetic bioreporter device (MFB treatment), and 399 
the toxicity of heavy metals declined with the increasing distance to the coal cinder 400 
point. From the whole-cell bioreporter growth curve for the soil samples (Fig. S4), all 401 
the heavy metal contaminated soils did not show inhibition effects on bacterial growth, 402 
indicating all the bioluminescent signals were within the linear response range and the 403 
relative bioluminescence response ratio had positive relationship with the ecological 404 
toxicity in soils. Except for 0 m point, the relative bioluminescence response ratio 405 
dropped from 1.47 (10 m) to 1.10 (150 m) in the surface soil, 1.34 (10 m) to 1.16 (150 406 
m) in the middle soil, and 1.26 (0 m) to 0.58 (150 m) in the bottom soil. At the 0 m 407 
point, the low bioluminescence signal of surface soil was caused by the high 408 
cytotoxicity effects of chromium (745.15 mg/kg soil dry weigh) and the growth of 409 
ADPWH_recA bioreporter was inhibited. The soil sample at 0 m point was therefore 410 
characterized with the highest ecological risk. 411 
From the toxicity vertical distribution, the ecological risks had a significant decline in 412 
deeper soils. Attributing to the heavy metals leachates from the coal cinders, the 413 
ecological risk distribution fitted well with chemical analysis and previous studies. 414 
The high ecological risk at the surface soils than bottom soils suggested the leakage 415 
and vertical transportation chromium in soils [49]. Comparing to the horizontal 416 
ecological risk distribution, the results further identified the main toxicity sources as 417 
the heavy metals from the coal cinders. 418 
3.4 Correlation between soil heavy metal profiles and ecological risk 419 
The Principle Component Analysis (PCA) illustrated the main factors causing the 420 
ecological risks in soil samples (Fig. S5a). More precisely, the principle component 1 421 
(PC1) was the heavy metal contamination level, accounting for 60.5% of the total 422 
variance. At the sampling points nearer to the coal cinder site (0 m and 10 m), the 423 
surface and middle soils were heavily contaminated and therefore recognized as 424 
isolated square (red) and circle (blue) to the higher value of PC1-axis. For the rest 425 
soils, they gathered due to similar contamination level (PLI). PC1 was therefore 426 
derived from the external heavy metal sources, leaching from the coal cinder for the 427 
surface soil (0-20 cm) and heavy metal vertical transportation for middle soil (20-35 428 
cm). The soil depth was the principle component 2 (PC2), contributing to 13.3% of 429 
the total variance). Heavy metals distribution and mobility were reported to depend on 430 
soil properties and depth [50], and their spatial distribution in different depths of soils 431 
also affected the mobility and bioavailability [51]. Nevertheless, the soil ecological 432 
risks (illustrated as the area of each symbol) were associated with neither the load of 433 
PC1 nor PC2, suggesting that they were complicatedly affected by both heavy metal 434 
profiles and soil features. 435 
There was also no significant correlation between heavy metal pollution load index 436 
(PLI) and ecological risk (p-value>0.05) (Fig. S5b). Higher PLI indicated high heavy 437 
metal contamination level, but did not fit with the ecological risk distribution. 438 
Previous research had shown the positive correlation between heavy metal content 439 
and ecological toxicity at the contaminated sites with individual heavy metal pollutant, 440 
like chromium residues [24] or copper contaminated agricultural soils [52]. The 441 
ecological toxicity was only affected by the individual EF value and bioavailability in 442 
soil. At the coal cinder contaminated sites, we found the existence of multiple heavy 443 
metals and their synergic/antagonistic effects consequently resulted in complicated 444 
ecological toxicity [53]. Many evidences had revealed that the toxicity of individual 445 
or multiple heavy metals behaved antagonistic or additive effects, dependent on the 446 
composition and soil features, like organic matters or pH value [54, 55]. In this case, 447 
PLI was an empirical indicator evaluating the multiple heavy metal contamination 448 
level, but suffered from identifying and characterizing the interaction between various 449 
heavy metal molecules and their association with soil particles. From the mechanisms 450 
of ADPWH_recA to sense all the carcinogens activating SOS process, the response of 451 
whole-cell bioreporter effectively represented the synergic/antagonistic effects of 452 
multiple heavy metals. By directly exposing the living bioreporter cells to the 453 
contaminated samples in situ, the MNPs functionalized bioreporter had its feasibility 454 
as an important approach, supplementary to chemical analysis, in ecological risk 455 
assessment and environmental risk management. 456 
4. Conclusion 457 
This work developed a novel magnet bioreporter device for soil toxicity assessment, 458 
via magnetic nanoparticles functionalized whole-cell bioreporters. The living 459 
magnetic bioreporter cells could sense the carcinogenic chemicals in the soil and 460 
effectively separated from the soil-water slurry in the bioluminescence detection step 461 
to avoid the disturbance of soil particles. Comparing to the conventional treatments 462 
directly applying bioreporter in soil-water mixture or supernatant, the magnet 463 
bioreporter device achieved high sensitivity and reproducibility under soil pH, salinity 464 
and temperature conditions. The dose-toxicity calibration curve revealed the impacts 465 
of chromium bioavailability on its ecological risk in soils, where strong genotoxicity 466 
was identified when chromium concentration was from 1 mg/kg to 500 mg/kg soil dry 467 
weight and the cytotoxic inhibition was found at chromium over 500 mg/kg soil dry 468 
weight. For the first time, the ecological toxicity of heavy metal contaminated soils 469 
was evaluated by the whole-cell bioreporter at the coal cinder site. Though the 470 
existence of heavy metal contamination contributed to the main ecological risks at the 471 
site, the pollution load index (PLI) had no significantly relationship with the 472 
ecological toxicity distribution. The synergic and antagonistic effects of soil multiple 473 
heavy metal contamination brought the challenges for environmental risk assessment 474 
by chemical analysis. The magnetic bioreporter device behaved as an alternative 475 
approach for the high throughput biological measurement and was feasible for in situ 476 
monitoring. 477 
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Figure caption 644 
Fig. 1 Schematic instruction for magnet bioreporter device. (a-1) and (a-2) for 645 
magnetic probe assay and the 96-well microplate respectively. (b-1) The 1.0 mL 646 
MNPs functionalized bioreporter was mixed with soil samples and further incubated 647 
at 30°C for 1 hour; (b-2) separation from soil suspensions via magnetic probe. (b-3) 648 
Resuspension in fresh MMS medium; (b-4) incubation and bioluminescence 649 
measurement 30°C for 3 hours. 650 
Fig. 2. Location of research area in Yulin and the sampling sites.  651 
Fig. 3. The cell recovery rate (A) and bioluminescent response (B) of whole-cell 652 
bioreporter against the incubation time with soils. Over 90% of living bioreporter 653 
cells were successfully harvested from the soil/water mixture within 45 minutes 654 
incubation. The relative bioluminescence response ratio ranged between 1.90 and 2.00 655 
when the incubation time was less than 75 minutes. The 60-minute incubation was 656 
identified as the optimal time for sufficient bioreporter cell recovery and high 657 
response sensitivity. 658 
Fig. 4. The impacts of pH (a), temperature (b), salt (c) and storage time (d) on 659 
magnetic bioreporter’s response to artificial chromium contaminated soils. The 660 
chromium concentration was 100 mg/kg soil dry weight. 661 
Fig. 5. The calibration curve for toxicity assessment on artificial chromium 662 
contaminated soils. Grey circle refers to magnet bioreporter device (MFB); white 663 
diamond represents direct measurement of soil/water supernatant (SW-S); white circle 664 
is the direct measurement of soil/water mixture (SW-M). The black line represents the 665 
simulation of whole-cell bioreporter’s response to chromium toxicity with 100% 100% 666 
bioavailability, and a significant bioluminescent response curve shift was found for 50% 667 
(red line), 30% (yellow line) and 10% (green line) chromium bioavailability 668 
respectively. 669 
Fig. 6. Ecological toxicity assessment of heavy metal contaminated soils via magnetic 670 
bioreporter device. 671 
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Fig. 1 Schematic instruction for magnet bioreporter device. (a-1) and (a-2) for 673 
magnetic probe assay and the 96-well microplate respectively. (b-1) The 1.0 mL 674 
MNPs functionalized bioreporter was mixed with soil samples and further incubated 675 
at 30°C for 1 hour; (b-2) separation from soil suspensions via magnetic probe. (b-3) 676 
Resuspension in fresh MMS medium; (b-4) incubation and bioluminescence 677 
measurement 30°C for 3 hours. 678 
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